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Abstract
Pay incentives a¤ect not only e¤ort choice but also turnover and thereby the quality
mix of the workforce. This paper investigates how considerations about the quality mix
shape pay policy and pro…ts within a structural model of e¤ort choice, symmetric learning about match quality, and turnover. Using unique data from a call centre in South
Carolina, I estimate the model in two steps adapting estimation methods for dynamic
structural models to the analysis of employment dynamics. Then, I consider three classes
of contracts: (1) compensation depends only on current output; (2) compensation depends
also on past output; (3) compensation depends on all available information and may vary
with tenure. The results indicate that experimentation to improve the quality mix is a
primary concern that a¤ects the optimal contracts in the three classes. Experimentation
requires high turnover which is also associated with the destruction of accumulated speci…c
human capital. The trade-o¤ between experimentation and the accumulation of speci…c
capital determines the characteristics of the optimal contracts.
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Introduction

Employees and …rms often learn about the quality of their match over time and this learning
in‡uences separation decisions. As long as at least some of the worker’s speci…c match quality
or ability is non-exportable to other …rms, the employer may capture at least some of the
surplus from the relation. Matters become even more interesting when one considers the
interplay between pay incentives and turnover: in some cases, the …rm may be tempted
to encourage a worker of average or slightly better than average match quality to quit, so
that his or her position is taken by someone whose match quality is unknown and, therefore,
potentially higher. A …rm in such a context faces two related questions: What contract should
it o¤er to its employees? and How should the …rm balance between the competing concerns
of experimentation with new workers and retaining existing employees of high match quality?
These issues suggest that pay incentives a¤ect pro…ts not only through their impact on e¤ort
choice but also through their e¤ect on the quality mix of the workforce.
In this paper, I investigate the relative importance of the two channels to maximizing
pro…ts in a structural model of employment dynamics that includes e¤ort choice, learning
about match quality, and labor turnover. My empirical work focuses on the optimal contract in such an environment. However, I also study contracts that are linear in output:
compensation is equal to the sum of a base pay and a bonus proportional to hourly output
(performance from now on). I do so for two reasons. First, the …rm whose personnel records
I use itself implemented such linear contracts and one of the objectives of this paper is to
characterize the pro…tability of the …rm’s compensation policies. Second, …rms often apply
simple compensation policies based on such linear contracts and the problem of …nding and
characterizing the optimal linear contract is of interest on its own.

1

The …rm’s data are ideally suited for the empirical analysis of pay incentives; they come
1

Within a dynamic setting as the one in this paper, the …rm’s ‡exibility in designing the contract is
reduced. This general idea is …rst explored by Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987) who show that in some settings
the optimal compensation is to provide workers with incentives that are linear in output. Besides, the cost of
implementing a complicated nonlinear contract is high: see, for example, Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990) as
well as Ferrall and Shearer (1999).
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from a call center in South Carolina and contain an objective measure of individual performance (de…ned as output per hour), a known compensation policy based on linear contracts in
performance, and a variation in the pay policies that does not depend on what the …rm learns
about its employees. My estimates show that steeper incentives are associated with higher
performance, that persistent di¤erences in individual performance are driven by di¤erences in
the quality of the employer-employee match, and that employees learn about the quality of the
match on the job. Their posterior beliefs are largely responsible for their decision to stay or
quit and the interaction between incentives and turnover appears to be crucial to evaluating
the impact of pay incentives on pro…ts. Thus, I conclude that …nding the optimal pay policy
requires the explicit modelling of all three: e¤ort choice, learning about match quality, and
separation decisions.
Unobserved e¤ort, labor turnover and learning about match quality are the subject of
intensive study in the structural literature but usually separately from one another. For
example, Shearer and Paarsch (2009) analyze the e¤ect of incentives on e¤ort and conduct
a related policy analysis, but the experimental design of their study does not allow them to
analyze the e¤ects of incentives on the pool of entering employees and turnover. However,
Lazear (2000) points out that in the context of his study about one-third of the improvement
in performance after the introduction of pay incentives can be traced back to the improvement
in the quality mix of entering employees. When the quality of the match between a potential
employee and the …rm becomes known to the worker in the hiring process, the …rm may use
its pay policy not only to induce e¤ort but also to shape the quality mix of the newly hired
employees, as discussed in Lazear (1998); the …rm also faces a trade-o¤ between the extra
revenue generated by workers who stay and the associated increase in pay that is necessary
to make them stay. The interaction of all these considerations determine the …rm’s pay
policy and the associated turnover is not necessarily low or nonexistent but depends on the
characteristics of the technology, the workforce and the alternative jobs. When the …rm and
workers learn about match quality over time, an additional consideration arises. Depending
on how much starting employees know about their match, turnover becomes the primary
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channel through which pay incentives a¤ect the quality mix. In the special case of a common
prior, there is no selection at entry, and turnover is the only source of changes in the quality
mix at the workplace.
Similarly, the models in the structural literature on learning about match quality and
turnover do not incorporate e¤ort choice. The dynamic programs in such models are complicated enough even as they are, since they involve heterogeneity across employees and a
sequence of posterior beliefs. To my knowledge, Miller (1984) is the …rst paper to estimate
a model with learning about match quality. Pastorino (2009) considers a variation of this
model that incorporates correlation between ability at one job and ability at others. Furthermore, Nagypal (2007) applies the method of indirect inference to distinguish between
learning about match quality and learning-by-doing within a structural setting. More recently, Camargo and Pastorino (2010) estimate a structural model of career concerns with
learning-by-doing. While these models consider selection and job mobility, they assume away
potential problems of moral hazard. Furthermore, the computational complexity associated
with estimating the models usually requires some strong assumptions about the production
technology and the heterogeneity among workers.
This paper is closest to Pugatch (2012) who studies the decision to re-enter school in a
model of educational and career choice in South Africa. To my knowledge, he is the …rst to
introduce Bayesian learning in a dynamic search model of schooling and career choice. His
estimation method follows in the tradition of Hotz and Miller (1993) and relies heavily on the
generalization of this approach to cases of unobserved heterogeneity discussed in Arcidiacono
and Miller (2011). His estimation strategy is, however, suited to models with discrete binary
signals about the unobserved parameter of interest.
Here, I propose a very simple two-step procedure to estimate a structural model of learning
about match quality, e¤ort choice, and turnover when the observed signal and match quality
are normally distributed. In the …rst step, I estimate a semi-structural attrition model and
recover the stochastic technology up to a constant, as well as a scaled version of the value of
continued employment. Bojilov (2011) shows that the …rst-step provides consistent estimates
4

of the e¤ect of changes in pay incentives on e¤ort, while popular alternatives may overestimate
the same e¤ect by a factor of two. I use these estimates in the second step to recover the
remaining parameters using the method of moments. That is, I use an indirect approach to
estimate the value of continued employment without directly solving for the value function.
The estimates of the model are then used as a basis for counterfactual policy analysis.
The results suggest that …rms choose their pay policy for reasons that go beyond e¤ort
choice. Most of the increase in pro…ts from switching to the optimal policy from hourly wage
can be traced back to the e¤ect of incentives on the quality mix. The optimal linear contract
induces low quality employees to quit and in this way it helps the …rm build a workforce of high
match quality over time. This e¤ect more than o¤sets the loss associated with replacing an
experienced worker with a newly hired one of no experience and unknown ability. Furthermore,
the employer exploits the …rm-speci…c nature of match quality to capture most of the surplus
generated by the employment relation. To achieve that, the …rm o¤ers pay incentives that
induces little e¤ort, so high level of e¤ort and low turnover are not necessarily attributes
of the pro…t-maximizing pay policy. Finally, the optimal policy in linear contracts that I
…nd generates only 4.8% higher pro…ts than one of the actually implemented pay regimes.
An exercise in comparative statics shows that as turnover costs grow, the …rm increases
compensation to induce lower turnover by o¤ering much steeper incentives. The result is a
decline in the quality mix of the workforce and an increase in the importance of e¤ort to the
…rm’s pro…ts. Another counterfactual experiment shows that the …rm’s pro…ts would have
been 27% higher if match quality was known to the employees at the time of hiring. The
primary reason is that workers of high match quality self-select into the …rm which leads to
low turnover and high level of experience.
In addition, I also consider history dependent contracts. In particular, the structure of
the learning process implies that the average of the past signals about match quality is a
su¢ cient statistic for the mean of the posterior beliefs. For this reason, I focus on nonlinear
contracts that incorporate the average of the past signals. Since the informativeness of the
average increases with tenure, it is natural to allow also for variation in the compensation
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schedule with tenure. Thus, I conclude the counterfactual experiments by studying a tenureand history-dependent nonlinear contracts. The results show that switching from the optimal
linear contract to the optimal tenure-dependent nonlinear contract in past signals leads to
an increase of 56 % in pro…ts. This increase can be traced back to the greater ‡exibility
of the tenure and history dependent contract which allows the …rm to provide the maximal
incentives to the worker to exert e¤ort while also capturing a greater share of the surplus
associated with match quality.
The results indicate that incentives matter and in this way they are consistent with the
literature on investigating incentive e¤ects represented by Paarsch and Shearer (2000), Lazear
(2000) and Shearer (2004). More speci…cally, they show that workers are very responsive
to changes in the slope of incentives. This is consistent with previous results obtained in
Paarsch and Shearer (1999, 2009), as well as Haley (2003). The novelty here is that optimal
pay incentives are allowed to a¤ect not only e¤ort choice but also the composition of the
workforce at di¤erent tenure horizons through turnover. Thus, the paper extends the work in
Lazear (1998, 2000) on the e¤ect of incentives on the quality mix by studying how turnover
shapes the properties of the optimal pay policy. In particular, the results show that turnover
may be the primary channel through which pay incentives a¤ect pro…ts when workers learn
about match quality on the job. They also indicate that the considerable contribution of
improved match quality to worker’s compensation that is estimated in some structural papers
of job mobility, such as Ho¤mann (2010), may depend on the strong assumptions of low or
non-existent turnover costs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model and section 3
the data. Section 4 introduces the estimation of the model. Section 5 discusses the estimates
of the structural parameters and presents the policy analysis. Section 6 concludes.
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2

Model

The model is a variation on the standard model of search by experience, …rst introduced
in Jovanovic (1979): workers choose not only whether to stay or quit, but also how much
e¤ort to exert. The crucial element in the model is match quality

i

that is unknown at the

time of hiring and both the employee and the employer learn symmetrically about its value
over time through a sequence of noisy performance signals yit . In contrast to other search
models, the compensation in this setting is not pinned down by competition among …rms for
exportable match quality: the compensation schedule is endogenously determined by the …rm
to maximize its pro…ts.

2.1

Worker’s Problem

At the beginning of the employment relation, the worker’s prior belief are represented by
random variable

i1 .

At the beginning of each period t, she receives an outside o¤er

it ;

and

decides to stay if the value of continued employment is greater than the outside o¤er. If the
worker decides to stay, she chooses a level of e¤ort lit , that is not observable or veri…able by the
…rm. Then she receives an output signal yit governed by the following stochastic technology:

yit =

i

+ g (t) + lit + "it

where "it is iid over time and across individuals,

i

is independent of the error process, and

g(t) represents the accumulation of …rm-speci…c knowledge.2 The strong separability of the
technology in e¤ort and ability is a crucial element of the model. However, Bojilov (2011)
shows that this functional form restriction is consistent with the observed patterns in the
performance data used in this study. More details on the choice of functional form for the
technology can be found in Appendix A.
2
Jovanovic and Nyarko (1994) provide an alternative speci…cation for the accumulation of …rm-speci…c
knowledge, which is sometimes refered to as learning-by-doing. However, the data do not support the prediction
of their model that the variance of individual performance declines over time. Note that the model also assumes
that the accumulation of knowledge does not depend on past or present e¤ort.
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After observing the output signal yit the worker is paid wit =
the piece rate Rit = (
0 ; if both
Rit > Rit

it

0
it ) :

it ;
0
it

>

it

+

it yit ;

according to

0 ,
Regime Rit is said to be more generous than regime Rit

and

it

>

0
it :

Workers are assumed to be risk-neutral with a

separable utility function:

u (Rit ; lit ; yit ) =

it

+

(lit ) .3

it yit

Employees do not expect the piece rate to change in the future.4 The cdf of the posterior
belief

it

is a function of the cdf of the initial prior
g (k) + lik gtk=1 . Let

period t, fyik

it

i1

and the noisy signals about

i

denote the mean of the posterior belief. Since

lit enter additively in the utility function, optimal e¤ort choice does not depend on

it

up to
i

and

and is

function of Rit only; l (Rit ). Then, the worker’s problem can be represented by the following
optimal stopping problem

V(

it ; Rit ; t)

where E

it

=

Z

max

it ; E

it

(u (Rit ; lit ; yi )) +

Z

V(

it+1 ; Rit ; t

+ 1) dF (

indicates that expectation is taken with respect to the cdf of

it+1 j it ) ;

it :

F(

dF ;

it+1 j it )

is

the transitional kernel over the set of possible beliefs at the beginning of period t + 1 based
on the information at t and F is the cdf of outside o¤ers. Let

G(

it ; R; t; Xit )

= E it (u (Rit ; lit ; yi )) +

Z Z

max [

it ; G ( it+1 ; Rit ; t

+ 1)] dF (

it+1 j it ) dF

After the realization of the outside o¤er, i decides to stay if the value of continued employment
is higher than the value of the outside o¤er:

G(

it ; Rit ; t; Xit )

it

>0

The assumptions of this general model, the existence of a solution to the worker’s problem
4

While at …rst sight this assumption may appear restrictive, Kanemoto and MacLeod (1992) show that
when …rms learn about individual ability the existence of an outside option for workers disciplines …rms to
keep piece rates …xed even after beliefs are updated.
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and its characterization are presented in Appendix B. Under assumptions AA1 to AA4 in the
0 optimal e¤ort l (R ) > l (R0 ) and G (
appendix, if Rit is more generous than Rit
it
it

G(

0
it ; Rit ; t).

Furthermore, the value of continued employment increases in

it

it ; Rit ; t)

>

in the sense of

the likelihood ratio property.
For the purposes of counterfactual policy analysis, I impose the following parametric form
on utility:
u (Rit ; lit ; yit ) =

it

+

it yit

1l

1+

1+ 1

:

This speci…cation for the disutility of labor is popular in the related literature; for example it
is used in Shearer (2004) and Paarsch and Shearer (2009). Here

is the elasticity of e¤ort to

the slope of incentives : Optimal e¤ort is then
it

lit =

Intuitively, this assumption about the functional form of the utility implies that conditional
on one’s ability, output is proportionate to

:

Furthermore, for the purposes of forming tractable sequence of posterior beliefs, I maintain
the following assumption:
Assumption A (i) "it

N 0;

2
"

and

N

it

;

2

are iid across tenure horizons

and individuals, independent from the rest of the covariates. (ii)

i

N

;

2

is iid across

individuals and is independent from the rest of the covariates.
Under the assumption above, the posterior belief
it

N

it ;

2
t

it

is also normally distributed for all t :

; where for t > 1

it

= (1

Kt )

it 1
2
t

+ Kt (yit

=

1

l (Rit )

2 2
"
2 (t

1) +

2
"

2

Kt =

2 (t

9

1) +

2
"

g (t

1))

Thus, Bayesian updating becomes quite tractable. In particular, the precision of beliefs
depends only on t, so the average of the demeaned past signals is a su¢ cient statistic to
characterize posterior beliefs. The equation for the posterior mean can be solved recursively
to arrive at:

it

= (t

1) Kt :

1
t

1

t 1
X

(yik

l (Rit )

!

g (k))

k

+ (1

(t

1) Kt )

i1 :

Kt represents the precision that the worker attaches to the average past signals in forming
her beliefs about her match quality. Since (t

1) Kt increases over time, she attaches greater

and greater weight to the average of the demeaned past performance and less to the mean of
the initial belief.
Then, the expected utility from working in period t is

U(

it ; R; t; ; )) =

it +

it

it +

By these observations, the independence of

it

i

!

it

+ g (t)

1+

from "it and

it ;

+1

1

and by the additivity of

"it in the stochastic technology, the optimal problem of the worker can be formulated as
functional equation (P)

v(

where f (

it ; Rit ; t)

it+1 j it ; t)

=

Z

[max( it ; U ( it ; R; t; ; ))
Z
+
v ( it+1 ; Rit ; t + 1) f ( it+1 j

is the conditional density of

it+1 ;

it ; t) d it+1 )]f

given

it

(

it ) d it ;

and t.

Proposition 1. Given the speci…cation of the model above
i. The functional equation (P) has a unique continuous solution V (
optimal policy
A(

it ; Rit ; t)

= flt 2 L j (P ) holds.g

is a continuous function.
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it ; Rit ; t)

and the

0 ) if R > R0 :
ii. Optimal e¤ ort l(Rit ) > l (Rit
it
it

iii. V (

it ; Rit ; t)

>V (

it ; Rit ; t)

0 ; and V (
if Rit > Rit

it ; Rit ; t)

increases

it .

The proof of Proposition 1 is presented in Appendix B. Let

H(

it ; Rit ; t) = U ( it ; Rit ; t; ; ))
Z Z
+
maxf it+1 ; H ( it+1 ; Rit ; t + 1)g' (

it+1 j it ; t) f

(

it+1 ) d it+1 d it+1

After the realization of the outside o¤er, i decides to stay if the value of continued employment
is higher than the value of the outside o¤er

H(

2.2

it ; Rit ; t)

it

> 0:

Firm’s Problem

Based on the …rm’s records, I take the revenue from a successfully processed call to be r = $8:5.
This approximation is based on the …rm records for average outbound and inbound calls, the
reward that the …rm receives from processing each type of calls, and the relation between the
number of processed calls and accounts serviced by the company.5 I assume that inbound
and outbound calls, as well as the number of processed calls per account is independent from
the implemented contract. Furthermore, I assume that the …rm’s monthly discount factor
is e = 0:99, implying an annual discount factor of just below 0.9. Quitting disrupts the

production process and necessitates spending money to advertise the available job position,
and train the replacement. In what follows, I incorporate turnover costs, which according to
some estimates of the …rm itself amount to approximately $750. Furthermore, I also allow
the …rm to hire a replacement immediately after a worker quits. The …rm is assumed to face
5

The actual contract between the call center and the cable TV company was stated in more complicated
terms. The cable TV company transfered accounts to the call center after the latter had successfully processed
previously transfered calls. Thus, the call center made its pro…ts from successfully processing accounts; the
cable TV company expected more than 95% rate of collection. Yet, the contract recognized that not all
attempts to contact a cable TV subscriber are successful, so it conditioned pay per account on the inbound
and outbound calls that operators make to the client. Nevertheless, the underlying factor that drives pro…ts
is the successful collection of debt because that leads to the transfer of more accounts. The approximation
establishes a relation between the processed calls and serviced accounts.
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constant returns to scale. Finally, the pro…t function that I consider below abstracts away
from …xed costs.
Given these assumptions, the expected pro…ts per employee in period t, conditional on
staying, match quality, t; and the pay policy, are de…ned as

it ( i ; R; t)

= (r

):(

i

+ l(R) + g (t))

;

where r is the revenue per call. Let the probability of staying at least until period t be
pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;

t 1
ik gk=1

:The expected pro…ts of the …rm are:

1
X
et
(R) = E f

1

t=1

+ 1

[pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;

pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;

t 1
ik gk=1

t 1
ik gk=1

( (R)

it ( i ; R; t) +

c)]g:

The expectation operator indicates that the expectation is taken with respect to the initial
prior belief, which coincides with the distribution of match quality in the population. Each
period, the employee either stays with probability pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;
pro…ts

it ( i ; R; t)

and generates

or quits and the …rm hires a new employee who at entry is expected to

generate exactly the same pro…ts as the original employee,
for

t 1
ik gk=1

(R). This equation can be solved

(R)

(R)
=E

8
1
<X
:

t=1

et

1

pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;
1

t 1
ik gk=1

P1

The …rm chooses ( ; ) to maximize

t=1

it ( i ; R; t)
t 1

1
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pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;

pit R; i ; t; "ik ;

(R) subject to

l (R) =

1

:

t 1
ik k=1

t 1
ik gk=1

9
c=
;

The probability of staying pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;

t 1
ik gk=1

and the optimal e¤ort conditions connect

the …rm’s problem to that of the worker presented above.
The structure of the problem implies that when the …rm considers linear contracts it faces
a trade-o¤ between providing more incentives to exert e¤ort and shaping the quality mix
through turnover. This trade-o¤ is a particular feature of linear contracts and is, therefore,
an important consideration in practice given the prevalence of linear contracts in the real
world. In the context of history- and tenure-dependent contracts, it disappears. In fact, the
policy analysis is simpli…ed by the risk-neutrality of both the …rm and the worker, since then
it is optimal for the …rm to sell the contract. Given the linear technology, this implies that all
workers will be given 100 per cent of the output that is due to e¤ort and the problem boils
down to …nding how the ’price’o¤ered by the …rm varies with match quality given the trade
o¤ between experimentation and keeping high quality workers.

3

Data

The data set contains a clean performance measure and three known compensation regimes
that were implemented in a way that allows to identify each one’s e¤ect on performance. It
comes from a call center in North Carolina owned and operated by a multinational company,
which center collects outstanding debt and fees on behalf of cable TV companies, which ensures
a stable demand for its services. An automated switchboard operator allocates inbound and
outbound calls, so that the longest weighting customer is matched with the longest weighting
operator. Employees rotate their work stations on a daily basis.
As part of a reorganization plan, the central management implemented a linear contract
at the beginning of January 2005: a linear function of the performance metric, , the number
of calls per hour that end with collection of the outstanding debt. Before January 2005,
compensation was based on an hourly wage of $9.5. The central management was concerned
that the company was paying "too much," so it implemented a new regime for the newlyhired employees in June 2005 (regime 2). Relative to regime 1, regime 2 o¤ered a lower
13

base pay, decreased the slope of the piece rate for those with performance less than 3.8, and
increased the slope of the piece rate for those with performance greater than 3.8 (regime 2).
All previously hired employees continued to be paid according to regime 1. Since the central
management was worried about possible negative e¤ects of the piece rate on the quality of
service, it changed the pay regime yet again in November 2005. The new regime 3 had two
components: all employees were paid according to the pay schedule of regime 2, but in addition
employees had to meet certain minimum quality standards of service to qualify for the piece
rate. Twenty per cent of one’s calls were randomly monitored and the quality of service
was rated on a scale from 0 to 100. An employee who did not meet the minimum quality
standard was relegated to an hourly wage equal to the base pay of the piece rate. Since 99% of
performance lies between 1.05 and 3.8, regimes 2 and 3 e¤ectively lowered incentives relative
to regime 1. Diagram 1 shows a time line for the implementation of the three regimes.
Bojilov (2011) provides a detailed descriptive analysis. What follows summarizes only the
most relevant pieces of this analysis. The call center experienced high turnover rates under all
pay regimes: more than 50% of all employees under regime 1 quit within the …rst six months
of employment, while under regimes 2 and 3 the turnover for the …rst six months approached
67%. There also appears to be a noisy downward trend in the separation rates as tenure
increases. This noisiness is probably due to the small sample size, but it also suggests that
separation decisions depend to a large extent on individual-speci…c factors. Table 1 reports
the average performance for the …rst six months of employment across regimes. Again, as
one may expect, the average performance under regime 1 is higher than its counterparts for
regimes 2 and 3. Furthermore, the average performance on the subset of stayers is higher
than the simple average, suggesting that poor performers quit. This evidence suggests that
steep pay incentives lead to high performance; that attrition appears to be non-random, since
workers with higher performance are more likely to stay; that individual-speci…c e¤ects are
present; and …nally that workers accumulate experience or knowledge in the course of their
…rst six months of employment. Summary statistics and some functional form nonparametric
tests that are relevant to this paper are presented in Appendix A.
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Regime of hiring
Regime 3
for all
Regime 2
only for newly-hired

01/05

Regime 1

Regime 1

for all

for ‘old’workers

06/05

11/05

05/06

time

Diagram 1. Timeline of pay regimes.
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Estimation

Moral hazard, Bayesian learning and labor turnover have been studied intensively but usually
separately in the literature on structural estimation. For example, Shearer (2004) and Shearer
and Paarsch (2009) analyze the e¤ect of incentives on performance and conduct a related
policy analysis but the context of their study allows them to assume away issues related
to turnover. Still, moral hazard and labor turnover are de…ning features of the analytical
environment at most workplaces; their interaction shapes employment outcomes and through
them pro…ts and individual welfare. The estimation of a structural model including moral
hazard, Bayesian learning, and labor turnover is, however, a complicated exercise. To my
knowledge, Nagypal (2007) is the only recent paper that estimates a structural model of labor
turnover and Bayesian learning in order to distinguish between learning-by-doing and learning
about match quality. The dynamic programs in such models are quite complicated, since
the involve posterior beliefs about an unobserved individual-speci…c parameter. As a result,
estimation methods that rely on solving for the value function at each step of the optimization
algorithm are computationally intensive. Nagypal uses indirect inference to estimate her
model, but even this method is not without its problems. In particular, discreteness of some
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of the dependent variables still posits a challenge. A small change in the structural parameters
leads to a discrete jump in the value of the discrete choice variables and in turn a discrete
jump in the objective function. Nagypal addresses these issues by applying the simplex
algorithm in the optimization stage, but such a solution is viable only when the number of
structural parameters is small. While a number of authors have suggested solutions based on
"smoothing" the discrete variables, there is by no means consensus on how to address these
issues.6
Here, I propose a simple two-step procedure to estimate the structural model incorporating e¤ort choice, learning about match quality, and separation decisions. In principle, the
structural parameters can be recovered by estimating the following model

yit =

i

+ l (Rit ) + g (t) + "it ; if for all k = 1; :::; t
sik = 1 [G (

ik ; Rit ; k)

ik

1

> 0]

Doing so, however, involves solving for the value function of each individual for each belief
at each step of the optimization algorithm, which is computationally intensive. Therefore,
in practice I estimate the model in two steps. In the …rst step, I estimate a semi-structural
attrition model and recover the stochastic technology up to a constant, as well as a scaled
version of the net expected utility of continued employment. I use these estimates in the
second step to estimate the remaining structural parameters using the method of minimum
distance estimation.

Step 1 In the …rst step, I estimate the following semi-structural model:

yit =

i

+ l (Rit ) + g (t) + "it ; if for all k = 1; :::; t

sik = 1 [H (

ik ; Rit ; k)

6

ik

1

> 0] ;

Smith (2003) provides a summary of the econometric challenges and outlines a smoothing approach that
addresses them.
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where H (

ik ; Rik ; k)

is a scaled, demeaned, and ‡exible approximation of

+

G(

ik ; Rit ; k) ;

N (0; 1) ; and

it

2

it

=

2
"
2
2
"

:(t

1)
:

(t

1) + 1

1
t

1

t 1
X

(yik

l (Rit )

!

g (k)) :

k

Since scale and location parameters cannot be identi…ed in a discrete choice environment similar The value function is approximated using a linear combination of orthogonal polynomials
of the explanatory variables.

7

E H(

I assume that

it ; Rit ; t)

1

G ( i ; Rit ; t)

=0

This model incorporates the restrictions on the stochastic technology, but imposes no structure
on the utility function. As a result, it does not impose a link between e¤ort in the performance
equation and disutility of e¤ort in the attrition equation and the distribution of outside
o¤ers is normalized to be N (0; 1) : By estimating the semi-structural model, I recover the
stochastic technology up to a constant and G (
b(
additive constant, H

ik ; Rit ; k) :

it ; Rit ; t)

up to a scaling parameter and an

I estimate the model using maximum likelihood as discussed

in Appendix C. These estimates are used to obtain the remaining structural parameters: the
marginal disutility of one unit of e¤ort ; the curvature of the disutility of e¤ort
mean and variance of ;

and

2;

; and the

as well as the discount factor .

The main advantage of this two-step estimator is its computational simplicity, but it has
also one important limitation. The initial ‡exible estimator can be imprecise in small samples
and this can generate a …nite sample biases in the two-step estimator of structural parameters.
One way to investigate the magnitude of the potential problem and limit its e¤ect is to apply
a K-step procedure as presented in Aguirregabiria and Mira (2007). This issues is left for
future research.
7

Bellman, Kaleba, and Kotkin (1963) …rst propose the use of such a linear approximation to the value
function. The approximation method remains popular in both economics and machine learning, where it is
still the workhorse for approximating dynamic programs as discussed in Kveton and Hauskrecht (2004).
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Step 2 Let the di¤erence in exerted e¤ort under regimes 1 and 2 be

l. Then from the

performance equation,
1

l=

1

(1)

2

The …rst step of the estimation provides the empirical counterpart of

l;

solve

for

in terms of

and

1

b
l=

1

b
l; let the solution be

it ; Rit ; t))

= E max f
=H(

Note that V (

it ; R; t)

V(

2

; b
l :

To save on notation, de…ne

(H (

b
l: Thus, one can

it ; H

it ; Rit ; t) :

(

it ; R; t)g

(H (

it ; Rit ; t))

+ ' (H (

can be expressed in terms of H (

it ; Rit ; t)

= E max f

it ; Rit ; t))

it ; Rit ; t)

it ; G ( it ; Rit ; t)g

=

as follows

(H (

it ; Rit ; t))

Thus, (2) implies that

H(

where E

it ; Rit ; t)

it+1 j it

= U(

it ; Rit ; t;

; )) +

E

it+1 j it

( (H (

it+1 ; Rit ; t

+ 1)) ;

indicates that expectation is taken with respect to the distribution of the pos-

terior beliefs in t+1 given the information available at t: After adjusting for the normalization
in the …rst step, (2) gives rise to the following conditions for t = 1; :::;
b(
E H

it ; Rit ; t)

Mit (
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it ; Rit ; t;

2)

= 0;

i

where

Mit (

it ; Rit ; t;

and

1 n
U(

2) =

h

it ; Rit ; t; ; ) +

+

E

it+1 j

(
it

b(
H

it+1 ; Rit ; t + 1)

is the vector of structural parameters recovered at the second stage.

2

contain

2

i

does not

; b
l :

as it can be recovered from

Identi…cation Theorem Assume that the distribution of outside o¤ ers remain the same
at all tenure horizons and does not depend on individual observed or unobserved characteristics. Then ; ; ;

;

are identi…ed.

(a). The discount factor is identi…ed from the variation in

E

it+1 j it

(

b(
H

it+1 ; Rit ; t

+ 1)

originating from variation in beliefs, other things equal. By t = 12 the accumulation of experience has come to an end and the the di¤erence in expected current utility U (

it ; Rit ; t;

; ))

from one period to the next is zero when the same pay regime prevails: Thus, any variation
in H (

it ; Rit ; t)

across periods originates from variation in beliefs, and the discount factor

is identi…ed from variation in the …rst-di¤erence of H (
E

it+1 j it

(

b(
H

it ; Rit ; t

and the …rst-di¤erence in

+ 1) .

(b). The structural parameters
…rst di¤erence in U (

it ; Rit ; t)

it ; Rit ; t;

and

are identi…ed from condition (1) and from the

; ) when the pay regimes in the two periods di¤er.

As with most binary choice models, it is impossible to identify from the data the mean
and the variance of the outside o¤er and the estimation proceeds under the assumption that
= 0 and

= 1:

De…ne
Mt (

2)

=

X

Mit (

it ; R; t;

2)

i

bt =
and H

X
i

b(
H

it ; R; t)

where the summation is over the individuals who make the decision to stay or quit in period
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o

;

t. Furthermore, let

0

1

:

B
B
B
:
B
B
B
:
B
B
B
M ( 2 ) = B Mt (
B
B
B
:
B
B
B
:
B
@
:

2

2;

I use minimum distance estimation. The

M(

2)

0

b
H

1

2

ters

1

are the solution to
b
min H

where

:

C
C
B
C
C
B
C
B : C
C
C
B
C
C
B
C
B : C
C
C
B
C
C
B
C
B b C
b
and
H
=
C
C
B
2) C
B Ht C
C
C
B
C
B : C
C
C
B
C
C
B
C
C
B
C
B : C
A
A
@
:

To …nd the remaining structural parameters
remaining parameters

0

M(

2)

;

is the optimal weighing matrix. Let the covariance matrix of the structural parame1

that enter in H and estimated in the …rst step be

: By the Delta method

= W0 W

where W =

@H
@ 1

. Finally, the covariance matrix

is obtained from the …rst-step MLE esti-

mates. Then, following Hansen (1982), the asymptotic covariance matrix for
where J =

2

is J 0

1J

1

,

@M
@ 2.

Note that the estimation of the structural parameters

2

is in its essence a consistency

check for the estimates of the …rst-step attrition model: the second step can be interpreted
as a search for structural parameters that generate a data process that is consistent with the
…ndings in the …rst step. The criterion function evaluated at the optimum has

2

distribution

with 10 degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis that the theoretical model are valid.
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4.1

Firm’s Problem

For any regime, the probability of staying at tenure t; pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;

t 1
ik gk=1

; cannot be

estimated analytically, so I resort to simulations to evaluate the pro…tability of pay regimes.
For the set of employees who enter the …rm, I draw paths of "t and

t

and

to generate 1000

data sets. Using the point estimates from steps one and two, I generate the sequence of noisy
performance signals and posterior beliefs. The generation of the separation indicators, sik ,
requires some care. Given a regime R; I solve for the value function of each individual for
each posterior belief. I assume that conditional on staying for 2 years employees know the
true value of their match quality and the accumulation of experience has stopped: Then, the
worker’s problem becomes

V ( i ; R) =

Z

max [

it ; U ( i ; R)

+ V ( i ; R)] dF ;

where U ( i ; R) stands for the expected utility after the individual knows her match quality

i,

there is no more experience to be gained, and V ( i ; R) is the value of continued employment.
This problem can be solved as a standard …xed-point problem using value function iteration.
The starting value for the iterations is the discounted sum of expected utility, i.e.
V 0 ( i ; R) =

1
1

U ( i ; R)

Then, I solve backwards for the utility of continued employment V (

it ; R; t),

using the appro-

priate posterior. I use the Gauss-Hermite method with 8 nodes of integration. This approach
to solving for the value function is similar to the one employed in Nagypal (2007). Comparing
the drawn outside o¤ers and the values of continued employment from above generates the sequence of separation indicators. It should be noted that all workers eventually quit. For each
of the simulated data sets, I …nd the expected pro…ts per entering employee by averaging the
discounted some of individual pro…ts for the duration of stay. To …nd the expected pro…ts per
workstation, I take into account that all quits are replaced by new workers who have exactly
the same expected pro…ts at entry as the original cohort. This simulation method is used to
21

estimate the pro…ts of the …rm under the actually implemented regimes and to evaluate the
candidates for the optimal linear contract at each step of the optimization. Given the low
dimension of the optimization problem, I use a version of the simplex algorithm to …nd the
optimal linear contract.

5

Results

This section presents the results from estimating the structural model and then shows how
they can be used to …nd the pro…t-maximizing pay policy under various assumptions about
the employment environment. The policy analysis indicates that turnover is a major channel
through which pay incentives a¤ect both performance and pro…ts.

5.1

Estimates of Structural Parameters

In this subsection, I present the results from estimating the structural model and characterize the employment environment. The attrition model of the …rst step is estimated using
MLE. The results, their econometric implications, and possible alternative speci…cations are
discussed in greater detail in Bojilov (2011). The explanatory variables for the performance
equations include second degree orthogonal polynomials of tenure and calendar time, dummies
for regimes of operation and regimes of hiring, unobserved match quality, and controls. Specifically, regime 2 enters additively as implied by the theoretical model. Since regime 3 has the
same pay schedule as regime 2 but conditions pay on the quality of service, the performance
equation incorporates interaction terms between the tenure polynomials and regime 3. The
attrition equations include orthogonal polynomials interacted with regimes and, depending
on the speci…cation,

i

or

it ;

controls, calendar time, and regime of hiring. As a preliminary

step, I conduct a speci…cation search for the degrees of the orthogonal polynomials in the
performance and attrition equations. I …nd that orthogonal polynomials of degree 2 for the
performance equation and orthogonal polynomials of degree 3 for the attrition equations …t
the data best. The estimates can be found in Tables 1-3. They are very similar to the ones
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Table 1: Estimates for the performance equation in the attrition model
Dependent Variable:
Performance
Explanatory Variable
t; orthog. pol. 1
t; orthog. pol. 2
regime 2
regime 3
t: (regime 3) ; orthog. pol. 1
t: (regime 3) ; orthog. pol. 2
% outbound calls
Constant
Log-likelihood

Attrition Model
Coef.
S.E.
-0.58
0.15
-0.61
0.09
-0.21
0.07
0.13
0.08
0.78
0.13
0.43
0.08
-0.16
0.05
3.43
0.11
-3745.73

Notes: The speci…cation also includes calendar time orthogonal polynomials of degree
2 and individual controls: gender, age, marriage status, distance from home, and race.

Table 2: Estimates for the separation equation in the attrition model
Dependent Variable:
Decision to stay
Explanatory Variable:
t; orthog. pol. 1
t; orthog. pol. 2
t; orthog. pol. 3
t: (regime 2) ; orthog. pol. 1
t: (regime 2) ; orthog. pol. 2
t: (regime 2) ; orthog. pol. 3
t: (regime 3) ; orthog. pol. 1
t: (regime 3) ; orthog. pol. 2
t: (regime 3) ; orthog. pol. 3
avg. % outbound calls in past
Constant
Log-likelihood

Attrition Model
Coef.
S.E.
-0.51
0.17
-0.22
0.08
0.23
0.13
0.41
0.14
0.42
0.11
-0.78
1.59
0.40
0.16
0.23
0.08
-0.03
0.13
-0.31
0.09
0.58
0.10
-3745.73

Notes: The speci…cation also includes calendar time orthogonal polynomials of degree
2 and individual controls: gender, age, marriage status, distance from home, and race.

reported in Bojilov (2011) for the basic attrition model. The main di¤erence is that some not
signi…cant variables have been omitted, along with the dummies for regime of hiring. In what
follows, I make a brief summary of those results that are directly related to the second step of
estimation and pro…ts. Furthermore, I measure the contribution of e¤ort, match quality, and
experience to performance in terms of successful calls per hour (just calls per hour for short
from now on).
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Table 3: Estimates of parameters related to ability and learning in the attrition model
Parameter or
explanatory variable
2
"
2

("; )

2

it

t: it ; orthog. pol. 1
t: it ; orthog. pol. 2
t: it ; orthog. pol. 3
Log-likelihood

Attrition Model
Coef.
S.E.
0.17
0.01
1
0.01
0.04
0.48
0.02
0.18
0.05
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.03
-3745.73

Notes: The speci…cation also includes calendar time orthogonal polynomials of degree
2 and individual controls: gender, age, marriage status, distance from home, and race.

In the …rst step, I estimate the distribution of match quality at entry and characterize
the associated dynamics of learning and turnover. The variance of match quality is 0.48 and
accounts for the greater part of the variance in performance at entry under regimes 1 and 2.
Moreover, it has an important e¤ect on attrition. Figure 1 presents, among other things, the
distribution of match quality at entry and how it changes by the sixth months of employment.
The value of

is on the horizontal axis, while the vertical axis represents the proportion of

agents of a certain match quality who are present in the …rm at a given tenure horizon. The
…gure shows that the conditional distribution of

shifts to the right as tenure increases under

both regimes 1 and 2 and only workers with very high match quality remain employed after
six months of work. As expected, the switch from regime 1 to regime 2 generates an increase
in turnover at any tenure horizon. The variance of the disturbance term in the performance
equation is estimated at 0.17 which implies that the signal-to-noise ratio, de…ned as the ratio
of the variance of match quality over the variance of noise, is approximately 2.6. Consequently,
within 6 months the variance of the posterior beliefs declines to approximately 0.05 and the
weight on the initial belief declines to almost zero.
Furthermore, I recover the technology up to an additive constant. The estimated parameters for the performance equation are broadly consistent with the theoretical predictions.
In economic terms, the switch from regime 1 to regime 2 leads to a decline in worker’s e¤ort
and in turn performance by about 0.2 calls per hour which translates into a decline in hourly
24

pay by approximately $2. The estimates imply a signi…cant improvement in performance over
time due to the accumulation of experience: in the …rst 6 months of employment performance
increases by approximately one successful call per hour, or 35% growth in the …rst six months
under regime 1. Under regime 1, this growth translates in an increase in hourly pay by approximately $3.3. Finally, I also estimate ‡exibly the normalized and scaled value of continued
employment G (

it ; R; t; Xit )

which provides the basis for the second step estimation.

Table 4 presents the estimates from the second step. Before discussing the results from
the second step, I …rst check the validity of the overidentifying restrictions. The -square test
with 10 degrees of freedom for the overidentifying restrictions fails to reject the null hypothesis
that the restrictions are valid, since the test statistic is 6.14. Thus, I conclude that the data
is consistent with the restrictions imposed by the model.

8

The second step results allow for

the characterization of optimal e¤ort choice under regimes 1 and 2. The elasticity of e¤ort
to pay incentives

is estimated at 3.24 with a standard error of 0.2, implying that workers’

supply of e¤ort is highly sensitive to changes in pay incentives. The relative bene…t of e¤ort
to its subjective cost represented by

is estimated at 3.92 with a standard error of 0.23, so

that e¤ort amounting to one call per hour costs to the individual $3.9. Given the estimates
of

and

; the level of e¤ort under regime 1 translates into an increase in performance by

approximately 0.59 calls per hour and under regime 2 by 0.38 calls per hour. Compared to
the variation in match quality, the contribution of e¤ort to performance is relatively small:
less than one standard deviation under regime 1 and even less under regime 2. In contrast,
the mean of match quality in the population of entering workers is approximately 2, i.e.
independent of pay incentives an employee of average quality successfully completes two calls
per hour when starting work. Furthermore, the results indicate that in the absence of selection
at entry and exit the optimal piece rate involves

= 6:559 . The fact that the implemented

8
Note that the estimation of the structural parameters 2 is a test for consistency of the
…rst-step estimates with the speci…ed utility in the model.
9
Solving the pro…t-maximization problem of the …rm subject to a participation constraint yield

=

p
;
+1

where p is the revenue generated from the employment relation and in the present context is $8.5 per call.
Substituting the estimated gives = 6:55
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Table 4: Estimates of the structural parameters of the model.
Parameter:

l
disutility
experience by t = 6
2

2
12

pay regimes have

test stat.

Coe¢ cient. Std. Err.
3.24
0.20
3.92
0.23
0.76
0.10
-0.21
0.06
-0.65
0.07
1.02
0.09
0.48
0.02
2.02
0.11
6.14

much lower suggests that turnover has a nontrivial e¤ect on pro…ts.

The monthly discount factor is estimated at 0.76 with standard error of 0.1, indicating a
strong preference for present to future consumption: when making decisions workers assign a
weight 0.001 to consumption after two years.

5.2

Pro…ts and Policy Analysis

The estimates of the structural model provide the basis for counterfactual policy analysis. In
this subsection, I start by discussing the pro…tability of the implemented regimes 1 and 2, as
well as the contribution of e¤ort, experience, and match quality to pro…ts under these regimes.
Then, I consider the problem of …nding the optimal linear contract. I compare the results
to those previously presented for regimes 1 and 2. Finally, I consider some counterfactual
changes in the …rm environment and their e¤ect on pro…ts. In particular, I consider a higher
level of turnover costs than the one reported by the …rm. I also evaluate the implications for
pro…ts and the optimal compensation policy when workers learn about their match quality
before deciding whether to enter the …rm.
The decomposition of pro…ts is di¢ cult because pro…ts depend on both performance and
the probability of staying, while the latter is a highly nonlinear function of e¤ort, beliefs about
match quality and experience. The additive structure of the technology allows for isolating
26

the contribution of e¤ort, ability, and experience to pro…ts. I de…ne

(R) = E

(1
X
t=1

et 1

Pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;

t 1
ik gk=1

(r

)

i

)

where

Pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;

t 1
ik gk=1

=
1

P1

t=1

pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;
t 1

1

t 1
ik gk=1

pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;

t 1
ik gk=1

to be the pro…ts associated with match quality. In a similar way,

l

(R) = E

(1
X
t=1

t (R)

=E

(1
X
t=1

l

(R) and

t (R)

et

1

et

1

Pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;

Pit R; i ; t; f"ik ;

t 1
ik gk=1

t 1
ik gk=1

(r

(r

)

) l (R)

)

) g (t)

stand for the contribution to pro…ts by e¤ort and with experience, respec-

tively. I take hourly wage as a benchmark regime with respect to which I evaluate how total
pro…ts and the contributions of e¤ort, experience and match quality de…ned above change
as the pay regime changes. An alternative approach that I also apply to the study of the
e¤ect of e¤ort on pro…ts is to compare pro…ts under the same pay regime when e¤ort a¤ects
performance and stay and when it is restricted to have no e¤ect on them: the di¤erence in
the pro…ts provides a conservative estimate for the contribution of e¤ort to pro…ts.

5.2.1

Implemented Regimes

Table 5 presents the linear pay policies that I analyze, along with pro…ts,10 e¤ort, average
match quality and average tenure per workstation under each of them. Table 6 considers the
channels through which pay incentives a¤ect pro…ts. It considers the e¤ects on the contributions of e¤ort, match quality, and tenure to pro…ts when switching from the initial hourly
10

Recall that from the de…nition of pro…ts, total pro…ts stands for the discounted in…nite sum of hourly
pro…ts starting from the month of hiring the worker.
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wage to some alternative pay regimes. Under an hourly wage, employees do not exert e¤ort.
Moreover, equal hourly pay implies that workers of di¤erent match quality are equally likely
to quit at any tenure horizon. I …x the hourly wage to $9.5 which was actually implemented
by the …rm prior to January 2005. This hourly wage is clearly quite low relative to the mean
of the outside o¤er and leads to a very high turnover: more than 93% of the employees last
at most six months in the …rm. This high turnover leads to a low level of experience in the
workforce as indicated by an average tenure of 3.23. Furthermore, the failure of the hourly
wage to distinguish between workers of high and low match quality leads to an average match
quality of 1.99 calls per hour. Taken together, these e¤ects of the hourly wage lead to total
pro…ts of $19.4.11
Switching from the hourly wage to regime 1 induces all workers to exert e¤ort of 0.59 calls
per hour but also rewards workers of high match quality more than workers of low match
quality. As discussed in Bojilov (2011), the result is that workers of high match quality stay
longer in the …rm than workers of low match quality. These di¤erences lead to an increase in
average match quality to 2.88 calls per hour. The net e¤ect of the change in the compensation
policy on the separation decisions is a decline in turnover illustrated with an increase in
average tenure to 11.3 months. The retention of employees of high match quality, along
with the decline in their probability of quitting at any tenure horizon leads to an impressive
increase in

by $90. The lower turnover also leads to an increase in the pro…ts associated

with experience by approximately $49. Finally, the introduction of the bonus rate of $3.3
per successful call induces e¤ort that generates pro…ts associated with e¤ort in the amount
of $31.42.12

Total pro…ts jump to $167. These numbers indicate that the increase in

followed by the increase in

t;

rather than the increase in

l

;

makes the greatest contribution

to the increase in pro…ts when switching from hourly wage to regime 1. The results suggest
that the …rm bene…ts considerably from the accumulation of workers of high match quality
11

Under the given speci…cation of the stochastic technology and the utility, the pro…ts associated with match
quality
are $28.89 and the pro…ts associated with experience t are $10.4.
12
Recall that the …rm incurs a ‡at hourly pay of and turnover costs which must be subtracted to obtain
the total pro…ts.
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through turnover.
Next, I consider the e¤ect of regime 2 on pro…ts. Recall that this regime stipulates both
lower base pay and lower piece rate. This less generous compensation policy leads to a sharp
increase in the probability of quitting during the …rst six months which approaches the levels
under the hourly wage. The result is average tenure of 6.2 months, a decrease by more than
40% relative to regime 1, which implies also lower levels of accumulated experience. While the
probability of quitting increases at each tenure horizon, the …rm still retains workers of very
high match quality, as discussed in paper 3. However, average match quality under regime
2 is not higher but slightly lower than average match quality under regime 1: 2.83 calls per
hour. This result indicates that the negative e¤ect of high turnover more than o¤sets the
e¤ect of retaining only the workers of highest match quality. At the same time, e¤ort declines
to 0.34 calls per hour. The combined e¤ect of these factors implies that regime 2 yields much
lower pro…ts than regime 1. Despite the fact that the piece rate declines by $0.8 calls per
hour, the pro…ts associated with match quality are still $70 higher compared to their level
under the hourly wage. However, as a result of the high rate of destruction of accumulated
experience,

t

is quite close to its level under the hourly wage: it is only $16 higher. The

pro…ts associated with e¤ort

l

are approximately $10, and total pro…ts amount to about

$110. Thus, under regime 2 match quality continues to be a crucial determinant of pro…ts
and the decline relative to regime 1 is smallest in the case of

5.2.2

:

Optimal Regime

The solution of the pro…t-maximization problem is the optimal pay regime Rw de…ned by
w

= 3:65 and

w

= 3:24: Several factors a¤ect its properties. While steep incentives induce

more e¤ort and increase the probability of staying, they also surrender a larger proportion of
the revenues to the employees. Since quitting of an employee comes with the possibility of
hiring a better one in the future, the …rm chooses a pay schedule that among other things,
balances the bene…t from continued employment of a worker and the bene…t from …nding
one of higher quality. The results here depend crucially on the …rm-speci…c nature of the
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Figure 1: Ability under regime 1, 2, and the optimal regimes when the turnover cost is $750 and
when it is the industry average of $8800.
0.16

Fraction of starting employees

0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
-4.20

-2.60

-1.00

0.60

2.20

3.80

Match quality (std. dev. of match quality)

Match quality at entry
at t=6 under regime 1
at t=6 under regime 2
at t=6 under opt regime when turnover cost is $8800
at t=6 under optimal regime when turnover cost is $750

match quality parameter: in particular, the ability of the …rm to extract much of the surplus
from the employment relation will be limited if workers can export their match quality
to alternative jobs. The …ndings also depend to some extend on the simple nature of the
compensation policy: for example, the properties of the optimal pay regime will change if the
…rm can condition base pay

on posterior beliefs about match quality.

Table 5: Pro…ts, e¤ort, ability
Pay policy:
hourly wage, w
regime 1
regime 2
regime Rw
regime Rw , known ability
regime Rn ; known ability
regime Rh ; high costs

and tenure per workstation under di¤erent regimes.

9.5
3.8
3.5
3.65
3.65
3.74
1.82

0
3.3
2.8
3.24
3.24
3.09
5.44
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l
0
0.59
0.38
0.55
0.55
0.47
2.91

E (t)
3.22
11.3
6.23
9.85
12.30
11.61
21.56

E( )
2.03
2.88
2.83
2.83
3.12
3.17
2.17

19.45
167.81
110.17
174.24
215.92
221.74
162.30

Figure 2: Comparison between pro…ts under regime 1, the optimal regime when turnover cost is $750
and when it is $8800. Turnover cost is $750.
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The slope and base pay of the optimal pay regime Rw are very close to those implemented
under regime 1. The optimal pay regime Rw induces considerable turnover: only about 55%
of the employees stay more than six months in the …rm. Furthermore, it not only induces a
similar rate of turnover but also leads to a similar quality mix at di¤erent tenure horizons as
regime 1. Figure 1 shows that the conditional distributions of match quality after six months
under regime 1 and regime Rw are almost identical. It also indicates that only workers of
high match quality (match quality greater than

+

) experience little or no turnover. The

Table 6: E¤ects of di¤erent pay regimes relative
Pay policy:
l
regime 1
3.8
3.3
35.06
regime 2
3.5
2.8
9.74
regime Rw
3.65 3.24 31.42
regime Rw , known ability 3.65 3.24 33.31
regime Rn ; known ability 3.74 3.09 29.18
regime Rh , high costs
1.82 5.44 191.04
Note:
x = x (R)
x (w) ; x = l; t; :
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to hourly wage.
t

49.14
15.68
44.32
49.93
48.37
56.20

89.85
70.33
99.32
131.18
140.57
23.42

small slope of incentives induces e¤ort that translates into only 0.55 calls per hour, less than
one standard deviation of match quality among starting employees.

The distributions of

expected pro…ts under the optimal pay regime Rw and regime 1 are again very similar but
some di¤erences are also present, as evident from Figure 2. Regime 1 generates more income
on employees of average quality while regime Rw generates more pro…ts on the top performers.
This pattern is explained by the fact that under regime Rw the …rm captures more of the
surplus from the top performers while the slightly higher slope of incentives and base pay
under regime 1 induce more workers of average ability to stay and work. The net e¤ect is
that optimal pay regime Rw generates approximately 4.8% higher pro…ts than regime 1.
Relative to regime 1, the optimal regime is less generous which leads to a small increase in
the probability of quitting across posterior beliefs and tenure horizons. The result is average
tenure of about 10 months, slightly lower than the 11.3 months under regime 1. This …nding
implies that the level of accumulated experience under the optimal regime Rw is just below
that for regime 1. The probability of quitting increases at each tenure horizon relative to
regime 1, but the …rm still retains workers of very high match quality, as discussed in the
previous paragraph in the context of Figure 2. The net e¤ect is that the average match quality
under Rw is 2.91 calls per hour, slightly higher than its counterpart for regime 1 which leads
also to higher pro…ts. Furthermore, shaving o¤ 6 cents from the bonus rate reduces e¤ort only
to 0.55 calls per hour relative to the 0.58 call per hour under regime 1. Due to the improved
quality mix, the small negative e¤ect on turnover, and the small reduction in the variable
costs, the contribution of match quality to pro…ts,

; increases by $99 relative to its level

under hourly wage. The contribution of tenure to pro…ts,

t;

increases by $44 when switching

from hourly wage to regime Rw : The contribution of e¤ort,

l;

declines slightly relative to

regime 1 to $31. Combining all of these with the costs of turnover and base pay yields total
pro…ts of $174. The results show that switching from the benchmark hourly wage to the
optimal regime Rw leads to an increase in pro…ts by more than eight times, or in absolute
terms by $154. The results show that much of this change is due to the e¤ect of incentives
on the quality mix of the workforce rather than the e¤ect of incentives on e¤ort:
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Figure 3: Gains from switching to the optimal regime from hourly wage. Turnover cost is $750.
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An alternative approach to evaluate the e¤ect of incentives on pro…ts through e¤ort is
to compare pro…ts under the optimal pay regime when e¤ort a¤ects performance and stay
and when it is restricted to have no e¤ect on them. My analysis starts with the quality mix,
assuming that e¤ort is not a channel through which incentives a¤ect performance or separation
decisions: Figure 3 shows that under the hourly wage of $9.5, implemented until January 2005,
the …rm makes losses on some workers of below average ability and its expected pro…ts amount
only to approximately $20, due to a high quitting rate and the associated costs. The …gure
also indicates that the introduction of the optimal regime induces high quality employees to
stay while low quality employees to quit. The …rm captures 75 % of the additional surplus
and pro…ts increase by more than a factor of three.
Next, I relax the restriction that incentives do not a¤ect e¤ort, but still maintain that
e¤ort choice has not e¤ect on separation decisions. Figure 3 shows that the exerted e¤ort
leads to an additional increase in pro…ts by 114%. Finally, I also allow e¤ort choice to a¤ect
separation decisions, but Figure 3 indicates that only but a few separation decisions remain
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unchanged: the combined e¤ect of e¤ort choice and match quality for those who switch from
quitting to staying accounts for a 19% increase in pro…ts. Thus, the total e¤ect of switching
from hourly wage to the benchmark rate results in a dramatic increase in pro…ts, but twothirds of the increase would have materialized even if pay incentives did not a¤ect e¤ort choice
or the separation decisions.
To summarize, these results show that most of the increase in pro…ts from switching to
the optimal pay regime can be traced back to the e¤ect of incentives on the quality mix.
Pay incentives not only induce high quality employees to stay but also act as a selection
mechanism that helps the …rm build a workforce of high match quality over time. In the
present context, the …rm exploits the …rm-speci…c nature of the relation to capture most of
the surplus generated by the employment relation.

5.2.3

Counterfactual Experiments

The turnover costs of $750 reported by the …rm appear very low relative to industry averages
published in Superb Sta¤ Services (2011) which vary between $4,100 and $25,000. In this
subsection, I explore the e¤ect of high turnover costs on pro…ts under the regime Rw , optimal
under a turnover cost of $750, and search for the optimal regime under turnover costs equal
to the industry average of $8,800. Furthermore, I study the e¤ect on pro…ts when the worker
knows her match quality before deciding to start working but the employer does not.

Turnover Costs

The optimal pay regime Rh when turnover costs are $8,800 is de…ned

by

h

h

= 1:82 and

= 5:44: These slope and base pay are much di¤erent from the one’s

implemented by the …rm. The high-powered incentives induce little turnover, mainly in the
…rst two months of employment, and a high level of e¤ort resulting in 2.91 calls per hour.
Figure 4 presents pro…ts under regimes 1, Rw and Rh when turnover costs are $8,800. A
comparison of pro…ts under pay regime Rh and regime Rw reveals that the two have a very
similar expected pro…ts from the top performers, while regime Rh accumulates much higher
pro…ts on the employees of low and average quality. Thus, the top performers capture much
34

Figure 4: Comparison between pro…ts under regime 1, the optimal regime when turnover cost is $750
and the optimal regime when it is $8800. Turnover cost of $8800.
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of the revenue under regime Rh , while the …rm increases its pro…ts from the higher e¤ort
exerted by employees who would not have stayed under regimes 1 or Rw . Table 5 shows that
the low turnover rate leads not only to a high average tenure of about 20 months but also
to a low average match quality of 2.17 calls per hour. In contrast to the case of the optimal
contract when turnover cost is only $750, the pro…ts under optimal regime Rh come mainly
from high levels of e¤ort:

l

for this regime is $191. Still, total pro…ts are only $162 because

of the high turnover costs.
Next, I analyze the composition of pro…ts. I start with the quality mix, assuming that
implementing regime Rh does not a¤ect performance or separation decisions through e¤ort
choice. Figure 5 shows that the introduction of regime Rh , even in the absence of any e¤ect
through e¤ort choice, allows many employees to remain in the …rm and in turn generate
revenue of which more than 67% go to the workers. Then, I relax the restriction that incentives
do not a¤ect e¤ort but still maintain that e¤ort is not a channel through which incentives a¤ect
separation decisions. Figure 5 shows that, under these new restrictions, pay incentives induce
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Figure 5: Gains from switching to the optimal regime from hourly wage. Turnover cost is $8800.
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e¤ort that increases revenues considerably in contrast to the case of the optimal regime when
turnover costs are $750. Finally, I allow e¤ort choice to a¤ect separation decisions. Given
the assumptions of the model about the utility function, the regime induces higher e¤ort and
higher utility. Thus, the introduction of e¤ort choice changes some but not all separation
decisions: some workers who would have otherwise left now decide to stay. The employees
who now stay contribute to pro…ts with their match quality and e¤ort: as evident from Figure
5, the e¤ect is not negligible.
Summing up, the total e¤ect of switching from hourly wage to regime Re results in an
impressive increase in pro…ts, but only 27% of this growth would have materialized if pay
incentives did not a¤ect performance and separation decisions through e¤ort choice. Thus, this
counterfactual experiment indicates the sensitivity of the solution to the pro…t maximization
problem to turnover costs.

Workers Know the Match Quality

Table 5 and 6 also report average match quality,

average tenure, pro…ts, and their decomposition when workers know their match quality before
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Figure 6: Ability at entry under the optimal regimes when workers know match quality, when they
learn about it, and when the latter is applied to an environment in which workers know their match
quality. Turnover cost is $750.
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deciding to join the …rm. When regime Rw , optimal when workers learn their match quality,
is implemented in this environment, pro…ts increase to $216. Much of this increase can be
traced back to self-selection at entry: some workers know that their match with the …rm
is of low quality and decide to opt out for an alternative. Figure 6 shows the mean of the
distribution of match quality at t = 1 under Rw when workers know their match quality is
2.35 calls per hour compared to 2.01 calls per hour when they learn about it. As a result, the
…rm accumulates workers of high match quality faster than when workers learn about match
quality and the average match quality increases to 3.12 calls per hour, while the average tenure
increases to 12.3 months. These e¤ects lead to a considerable increase of $131 in

relative

to its level under hourly wages, which is largely responsible for the increase of total pro…ts to
$216.

The next step is to …nd the optimal pay regime when workers know their match quality
before deciding to enter the …rm. This problem is a special case of the more general model
presented above: the prior belief is a degenerate distribution centered at the true value of
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Figure 7: Comparison between pro…ts under the optimal regimes when workers know match quality
at entry, when they learn about it, and when the latter is applied to an environment in which workers
know it. Turnover cost of $8800.
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match quality. The solution of the pro…t-maximization problem is the optimal pay regime
Rn de…ned by

n

= 3:74 and

n

= 3:09: The results for this regime are reported in tables

5 and 6. The …rm o¤ers lower incentives to exert e¤ort in order to capture a greater share
of the pro…ts associated with match quality which is partially o¤set by a modest increase in
the base pay. Thus, the growth in income and the variance of the distribution of income in
this environment are smaller than their counterparts when workers learn about match quality.
Still, one cannot generalize too much from this result because the properties of regime Rn
depend considerably on the restriction to search for the optimal regime within the family of
linear contracts only. The average match quality under Rn is 3.17 calls per hour and the
distribution of match quality among the entering employees is not much di¤erent from that
under Rw , as shown on Figure 6. Average tenure is 11.6 months, compared to 12.3 months
under Rw , while e¤ort amounts to only 0.47 calls per hour. Total pro…ts are $221. Figure 7
presents pro…ts under regime Rn when workers know their match quality, under regime Rw
when workers learn about their match quality, and when they know it. It shows that the
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pro…ts under Rn and Rw when workers know their match quality are similar. This is driven
by the fact that more or less the same type of people enter the …rm under both regimes and
all di¤erences arise from the fact that Rn shaves o¤ more of the revenue from top performers
by decreasing the bonus rate at the expense of a slightly higher turnover. Consequently, the
results indicate that employers can bene…t considerably if they can introduce a technology
that helps workers …nd out their match quality before they decide to enter the …rm.

5.2.4

More General Contracts

In the …nal set of counterfactual experiments, I relax the restriction that the …rm considers
only linear contracts in current output and allow for more general contracts that depend
on both current and past performance. In such an environment Holmstrom (1999), among
others, points out that the initial symmetry of learning is broken and the worker could try to
manipulate the beliefs of the employer to in‡uence her compensation. While this issue is a
very important, it is outside the scope of this paper and is, therefore, left for future research.
Thus, I proceed with the analysis under the additional assumption that e¤ort is observable,
but not veri…able. Such an assumption has some justi…cation because call center agents work
in teams of 10 to 15 in the almost constant presence of their supervision.
Given the additive structure of the technology and that both the performance signal and
the unobserved match quality are normally distributed, the tenure and the average of the
demeaned past performance are su¢ cient statistics that summarize posterior beliefs. Based
on these observations, I focus on contracts that depend only on these two su¢ cient statistics
and on current output. Furthermore, since both the …rm and the individual are risk-neutral,
the economic intuition suggests that the optimal contract will have the interpretation of sale of
the …rm’s claims to future output to the worker. For this reason, …nding the most pro…table
pay schedule can be interpreted as a problem of evaluating the stream of surplus generated
by an employee. Based on these considerations, I study contracts that consist of the sum of
two terms: the …rst one depends on current output and provides the maximal incentives to
the worker to exert e¤ort, so that conditional on working and beliefs the …rst best is achieved;
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Table 7: E¤ects of di¤erent pay regimes relative to hourly wage.
Pay policy:
E (t) E ( )
regime, time invariant 8.53 3.23
256.84
regime, varying with t 9.12 3.46
272.65
regime, optimal linear 9.85 2.93
174.24

and the second term conditions the ’sale’ price of output on posterior beliefs. This second
term captures the tradeo¤ that a …rm faces between extracting the surplus from an existing
relation, the bene…ts from exploring the possibility that a new employee could turn out to be
better than the existing, and the threat that even if the …rm wants the employee to stay an
attractive outside o¤er may entice her to quit. In technical terms, it depends on the option
value of experimentation for the …rm, the option value of staying for the employee, and the
distribution of outside o¤ers.
The analysis proceeds in two steps. I start with contracts that depend on current performance and the average of the past signal (the posterior mean), but do not vary with tenure.
Then, I allow for contracts whose schedule also depends on tenure, i.e. on the precision of the
posterior mean. In this way, the results illustrate the e¤ect of improvement in the precision
of posterior beliefs on the …rm compensation policy. Throughout, I maintain that the most
that the …rm can, at most, take all of the surplus from the employment relation, i.e. it cannot impose arbitrarily large punishments to ensure that the worker quits. This constraint is
imposed for both technical reasons and for the bene…t of greater realism in the set-up.
The compensation schedule for the optimal tenure-invariant contract is represented on
Figure 8. It is increasing and hits the lower bound of zero total pay at about match quality
of 1.4 ( -1 standard. deviation from the mean). Furthermore, for match quality above 3.14 (1.6
standard deviations), the compensation schedule grows very slowly and eventually becomes
virtually ‡at. The schedule is largely concave and pay starts declining very rapidly as match
quality declines from 1.75 (-0.5 standard deviations). Finally, the results indicate that the
…rm manages to capture the greater part of the employment surplus.

Table 7 shows that the optimal history dependent but tenure-invariant contract generates
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Figure 8: Compensation schedule of the optimal history-dependent tenure-invariant contract as a
function of deviations from

it :
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Figure 9: Compensation schedule of the optimal history- and tenure-dependent contract
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pro…ts of $256.84, which is approximately 48% higher than the optimal linear contract. This
di¤erence is mainly due to the fact that history dependence and non-linearity allow the …rm
to provide incentives to achieve the …rst best, which gains are mostly captured by the …rm
through the conditioning on the average of past signals. In addition, to this source, there is
also an increase in the average match quality in the …rm to 3.2 from 2.9 under the optimal
linear contract. Interestingly, average tenure in the …rm decreases slightly relative to the
average tenure under the optimal linear contract. This …nding reveals that the …rm does not
use the greater ‡exibility of the nonlinear contracts to ensure that it retains for sure very
high quality workers. Actually, it makes pro…ts from extracting almost all of the surplus
from low and average quality matches. In addition to the high share of the surplus, such a
compensation schedule ensures that low and average quality workers quit fast and free their
positions for potentially highly productive workers. Therefore, what attracts candidates to
the …rm is the prospect that, if they are some of the lucky few who match well, they will
capture a sizable portion from the employment surplus. Nevertheless, the attractiveness of
the job relative to the alternatives makes workers quit eventually even if they are at the top
of the distribution.
Next, I consider the optimal contract in the family of history- and tenure-dependent
contracts. Due to the speed of learning and the computational intensiveness of searching for
the optimal sequence of pay schedules, I limit the time dependence only to the …rst 6 months.
After that, I maintain that the compensation schedule remains unchanged. The sequence of
compensation schedules by tenure are reported in Figure 9. As a benchmark, in red, I also
plot the time-invariant contract discussed in the preceding paragraphs. The results indicate
that the optimal tenure-dependent schedule for the …rst month is translated to the left and
has generally ‡atter slope than the tenure-invariant schedule. These features capture the fact
that after the …rst performance signal both the …rm and the worker have very noisy posterior
beliefs, so both the option value of staying is high and the value of experimentation for the
…rm is low. As tenure increases, beliefs become more precise and both the worker and the
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Figure 10: Survival rate under the optimal history- and tenure-dependent contract.
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…rm are more inclined to terminate the relation.13 This dynamics is captured by the shift
to the right of the pay schedules for the following months and by their increasingly steeper
slope. The qualitative features of each pay schedule are, however, very similar to those of the
previously discussed optimal tenure-invariant contract.
Finally, table 7 shows that the greater ‡exibility in conditioning the pay schedule on
tenure has not led to radical changes compared to the tenure-invariant but history dependent
contract: pro…ts increase by only about 6 per cents or $16. The results reveal that this
di¤erence in pro…ts is largely due to an improvement in the mechanism of the …rm to select
workers of high quality through high turnover of low and medium quality matches. Evidence
for this last point are presented in Figures 10, which plots the probability of survival of a
worker as tenure increases. Not surprisingly, the survival rate is monotonically declining. It
also drops sharply in the …rst 6 months, so that practically by the 12th month since entry
more than 80 per cent of the employees have already quit. The rate continues to decline, but
13

Note that this increasing hazard of quitting conditional on tenure is a feature of the underlying normal
distributon. For more details, see Ericson and Pakes (1999).
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at a much lower rate. Thus, the annual turnover at the …rm under the optimal history- and
tenure-dependent contract is similar in magnitude to the turnover under the very ine¢ cient
hourly wage. Yet, the causes, the characteristics, and the implications of turnover under the
two contracts are very di¤erent.

6

Conclusion

To summarize, this paper presented a structural model of e¤ort choice, learning about match
quality, and turnover. It showed how such a model can be estimated with a two-step procedure
that borrows ideas from the literature on estimation of dynamic structural models. Thus,
the paper presented a simple and easy to implement estimation method for armed-bandit
problems. The results indicated that employees are very responsive to pay incentives, and
impatient to postpone future consumption. Furthermore, workers accumulated experience
during the …rst six months on the job which improved performance. Still, variability in the
quality of the employer-employee match accounted for most variation in performance across
individuals under a given set of pay incentives. The paper examined a variety of contracts to
…nd that the …rm maximizes pro…ts by selecting and keeping the high match quality employees,
even sometimes at the expense of inducing low e¤ort. It also showed that most gains from
switching to the optimal pay regime from an hourly wage could be traced to an improvement
in the match quality of the workforce. It also characterized some of the complicated ways in
which e¤ort choice and the quality mix interact to shape the compensation policy of …rms.
In particular, the results indicated that turnover, rather than e¤ort, is the main channel
through which pay incentives a¤ect pro…ts and welfare. Relatedly, as it presented evidence
for both e¢ cient and ine¢ cient turnover, the paper cautioned that the correct interpretation
of turnover always depends on the incentives environment that generates it. Finally, the
analysis of history- and tenure-dependent compensation schedules con…rmed the qualitative
results obtained for the optimal linear contract. In this last part, the analysis proceeded under
the additional assumption that e¤ort is observable but not veri…able, which assumes away the
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possibility for strategic manipulations of the productivity signal by the workers. While such
an assumption was plausible in the current context, I believe that the incorporation of career
concerns in the presented framework is a promising avenue for future research.
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7

Appendix A

The crucial feature of additive separability of the technology in e¤ort and match quality can
be tested nonparametrically. as follows.

14

If workers start with a common prior and learn

the quality of their match with the employer over time, the distribution of match quality does
not vary across di¤erent pay regimes. Since match quality does not interact with e¤ort, only
the mean of performance in the …rst period varies across regimes. That is, the distributions
of performance across regimes are the same up to a location parameter. Observation 1 states
this argument formally.
Observation 1. Consider the model de…ned by (1) and (2) and suppose that the workers
share a common prior at the time of hiring. Then the demeaned distribution of performance
at t = 1 is the same across piece rates:
F y10 jR = F y10 jR0 ;
for any R and R0 ; where y10 = y1

E (y1 jR) :

Proof: Since e¤ort enters additively in the stochastic technology and optimal e¤ort does
not vary with

i

or

it

across i, the pay regime a¤ects only the …rst moment of the conditional

distribution of performance. Furthermore, under the assumption of a common prior belief at
the time of hiring, the entry decision is not a¤ected by the pay regime in place, so F ( i jR) =
F ( ). Therefore, F y10 jR = F y10 jR0 :
The proof depends crucially on the assumption of common prior: if some workers had a
more accurate belief about the quality of the match than others, the probability of staying
more than one period will di¤er with beliefs leading to di¤erences in the distribution of newly
hired employees. Thus, for single-peaked distributions with non-zero probability for every
possible match quality this property is also enough to distinguish between Bayesian learning
with a common prior and known ability.
14

The subscript i is omitted where no confusion arises.
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Table 8: Mann-Whitney tests for equal distributions of perf. under di¤erent regimes in the …rst
month: reported prob. of identical distributions.

Std. Dev.
Regime 1
Regime 2

Regime 1
0.465

Regime 2
0.454
Pr=0.907

Regime 3
0.457
Pr=0.564
Pr=0.408

Table 9: Summary statistics for the …rst 6 months (includes only workers who start and work under
the same regime).
Variable:
(in $)
(in $)
Avg. Perf. (call/hr.)
Std. Dev. (Perf.)
Avg. Perf., stay 6
Std. Dev. (Perf., stay 6)
Turnover
Obs., stay>6

Regime 1
3.3
3.8
2.74
0.68
2.91
0.65
0.52
113

Regime 2
2.5
3.5
2.6
0.77
2.76
0.67
0.68
59

Regime 3
2.5
3.5
2.66
0.7
2.71
0.6
0.67
9

Observations 1 imposes necessary restrictions on the observed performance series that are
strong. Table 5 presents the results from testing for the technology restrictions implied by
Observation 1. A casual look at the standard deviations of performance in period 1 under
the di¤erent regimes veri…es the plausibility of the hypothesis of equal variance: the standard
deviations vary between 0.45 and 0.47. This observation is con…rmed by the results of the
Mann-Whitney tests for equality of the demeaned distributions of performance under regimes
1, 2, and 3 in the …rst month: the tests fail to reject the hypothesis of equality of the demeaned
distributions across regimes.
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Appendix B15

8

This appendix present a slightly more general version of the model presented in the body of
the paper. The main ingredients of the model are: a continuous individual time-invariant
productivity parameter

with a CDF denoted by F ; an outside o¤er

,with a CDF denoted

by F ; equal to the utility that the worker will receive if she quits; if she stays, then she must
decide on e¤ort lt ; lt 2 L

R+ ; on the basis of the piece rate Rit = (

it ;

0
it )

and the other

relevant parameters of the utility function de…ned as

u (Rit ; lt ; yt ) =

where yt is the performance signal at t and

t

+

t yt

(lt ) ;

represents the disutility of labor; upon observing

the performance signal yt the agent updates her belief about

denoted

t;

whose CDF is

denoted F t . The piece rate is taken to be exogenous by the employee and is not expected
to change. The noise "t in the performance signal is continuous and iid over time with CDF
denoted by F" :
The following assumptions on individual behavior are maintained throughout.
AA1.The stochastic technology governing y t is de…ned by (1) and is strictly increasing in
its arguments, bounded, and jointly continuous.
AA2. u (Rit ; lt ; yt ) is strictly increasing in its …rst argument and strictly decreasing and
strictly concave in its second argument, bounded and jointly continuous. L is compact.
AA3. "t ; ; and

are continuous. Furthermore, F" and F are log-concave and have full

support.
AA4. The sequence of signals fyik

g (k) + lik gtk=1 are ordered in the sense of the like-

lihood ratio property.
The continuity assumptions on the production function and the distributions are necessary
for the proof of existence. The monotonicity assumptions ensure monotonicity of the value
15

In this section, I drop the individual subscript "i"
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function and the optimal policy.

The last assumption establishes a link between signals

and beliefs. In this role, it has a crucial role in the characterization of the solution and the
identi…cation of learning.
F

t+1

provides the update of Bayesian beliefs given an output realization yt . Since the

stochastic technology is additively separable in

and e¤ort, e¤ort choice does not a¤ect the

precision of posterior beliefs, so the transitional map Q : P ( )

L ! P (P ( )) does not

depend on e¤ort choice in t and is the beliefs in the following period t + 1, conditional on the
available information at t: The expected utility at time t becomes

U (Rt ; lt ; t) =

Z Z

Y

u (Rt ; lt ; yt ) f (yt j t ; t; Rt ; lt ) (dyt ) F t (d t ) :

Then, the worker’s dynamic program (P) is :

v( t ; Rt ; t) =

Z

max[ t ; max[U (Rt ; lt ; t) +
lt 2L

Z

v(

t+1 ; Rt ; t

+ 1) F

t+1 (d

j t ; t) ]] F (d )

Under AA1-AA4; a unique continuous solution to this problem exists and the value function is
convex in the appropriate sense, and the optimal policy is unique:These results are summarized
in the following two propositions.
Proposition 1. Under Assumptions AA1-AA4:
i. The functional equation (P) has a unique continuous solution V ( t ; Rt ; t) and the
optimal policy
A ( t ; Rt ; t) = flt 2 L j (P ) holds.g
is a continuous function.
ii. Optimal e¤ ort, l(Rt ) > l (Rt0 ) if Rt > Rt0 :
iii. V ( t ; Rt ; t) > V ( t ; Rt0 ; t) if Rt > Rt0 ; and V ( t ; Rt ; t) increases
likelihood ratio property.
Proof of Proposition 1:
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t

in the sense of the

Part (i). B(.) and Q(.) are continuous by Lemma 1 and 2 in Easley and Kiefer (1988),
so the proof of existence is reduced to a problem which can be solved using Blackwell (1965).
De…ne the operator T by

(T w) ( t ; Rt ; t) =

Z

max[ t ; max[U (Rt ; lt ; t) +
lt 2L

Z

w(

t+1 ; Rt ; t

+ 1) F

t+1 (d

j t ; t) ]] F (d )

Let C denote the set of bounded functions on P ( ) : Under the supnorm metric, k:k; C is a
Banach space. By the contraction mapping theorem, a contraction operator T : C ! C has
a unique …xed point and by Blackwell’s contraction mapping lemma, T is a contraction if
(1). (Monotonicity) w1

w2 implies T w1

(2). (Discounting) there exists
constant c

T w2 and

2 (0; 1); such that T (w + c)

T w + c; for any

0.

Consequently, to prove existence it is su¢ cient to show that (i) the operator T is a
contraction and that (ii) T maps continuous bounded functions into the space of continuous
bounded functions, C.
(i).

This result follows by establishing that conditions (1) and (2) of the Blackwell’s

contraction mapping lemma are satis…ed. It is obvious that if w1
T w1

w2 uniformly; then

T w2 : Furthermore, for discount factor

T (w + c) =
<

Z

Z

; max (U + w + c) dF
l2L

; max (U + w) dF + c
l2L

= Tw + c

(ii). Suppose that w(

t+1 ; Rt ; t

+ 1) is continuous. Since L is compact-valued,

w(
e t ; Rt ; t) = max U (Rt ; lt ; t) +
lt 2L

Z

w(

t+1 ; Rt ; t

+ 1)F

t+1 (d

j t ; t)

has a solution. Observe that L is a constant correspondence, so it is a continuous correspon50

dence and the theorem of the maximum applies, so w(F
e t ; ht ) is continuous. The function

max(a; b) is continuous if a and b are continuous, and the integral over
ous if

is also continu-

is continuous. Thus, T is a contraction that maps bounded continuous functions

into bounded continuous functions. The proofs of (i) and (ii) imply that a unique solution
V ( t ; Rt ; t). By the theorem of the maximum, the optimal policy correspondence A ( t ; Rt ; t)
is upper-hemicontinuous, and since u(.) is concave in lt ; the optimal policy is a continuous
function.16
Part (ii). The absence of interaction between e¤ort and beliefs makes the problem of
choosing optimal e¤ort static. Since the utility function obeys increasing di¤erences in ( ; lt ) ;
optimal e¤ort l(Rt ) > l (Rt0 ) if Rt > Rt0 :
Part (iii). Suppose that Rt > Rt0 and V (

t+1 ; Rt ; t

+ 1) > V (

0
t+1 ; Rt ; t

+ 1) : Since

t

is constant in Rt ; and l (Rt ) > l (Rt0 ) ; the …rst part of the statement follows: Finally, suppose
that V ( t ; Rt ; t) increases in

t+1

in the sense of the likelihood ratio property; then, the

integral of V ( t ; Rt ; t) over the distribution of
in

t

t+1

conditional on

t

and t is also increasing

in the sense of the likelihood ratio property. Similarly, u( t ; Rt ; lt ; t) increases in

the sense of the likelihood ratio property. Thus, V ( t ; Rt ; t) increases in

t

t

in

in the sense of the

likelihood ratio property.
16
Note that nothing in the proof of this section requires that must be unidimensional. All proofs hold for
an arbitrary …nite number of unknown parameters. The assumption that is unidimensional is important in
the following section, since vectors are only partially ordered.
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Appendix C

There are 18 moment conditions and 5 parameters to be estimated. The conditions are nonlinear which complicates identi…cation. By the assumption on the approximation of G (

it ; Rit ; t),

the minimum distance problem has a solution. The following discussion addresses the uniqueness of that solution. The discount factor is identi…ed from variation in G (

it ; Rit ; t

+ 1) with

t that is associated with changes in the precision of beliefs. The results from step 1 show that
by t = 12 the accumulation of experience has come to an end. Therefore, conditional on the
information available at t; t > 12;

U(

it+1 ; Rit ; t;

; )

U(

it ; Rit ; t;

; ) = 0:

Consequently,

G(
=

it+1 ; Rit ; t

E

it+1

+ 1)

( (G (

G(

it ; Rit ; t)

it+1 ; Rit ; t

+ 1))

E

it+2

( (G (

it+2 ; Rit ; t

+ 2))

Conditional on the information available at t and Rit = Rit+1 ; variation in G (

it ; Rit ; t)

across

periods originates from changes in the precision of posterior beliefs. Therefore, variation in
the …rst di¤erences on the left-hand and the right-hand side of the condition above identi…es
the discount factor.
Given , the structural parameters
variation in G(

it ; Rit ; t)

and

are identi…ed from

=

; b
l and from

with t that is associated with changes in the pay regime.
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